Safety Buck Program
We are extremely excited about our Safety Buck’s Program. We
promote Safety, Productivity, and Quality at QLM, and it is not by
mistake that Safety is first.
Our team member’s safety is priority number one for us, but it starts
with our outstanding team members. 90% of all accidents occur due
to an unsafe act, not condition.
So we are rewarding our team members for your safe actions on the
job. For every hour you work safely you will earn a safety buck that
can be redeemed from our Safety Buck’s Catalog. Your safety bucks
appear automatically on your electronic pay stub. All you have to
do is fill out the order form on the back of the attached catalog and
turn it into your branch.
Your item will be sent to your home based branch within 2 to 4
weeks.
A text will automatically be sent to you upon it’s being shipped out.
Have an outstanding day, and as always be Safe!
Mark A. Lang Sr.
President/CEO
Quality Labor Management, LLC and Affiliates

Item

Safety Bucks Needed

Lens Color: Smoke

220

Spider Safety Glasses, Close fitting, high contour design for improved eye protection
with distortion free viewing and superior optical quality. 2.2 mm high impact
polycarbonate lens. Rubber nose pads and lower protection ledge on frame. Optimal
fit and comfort with non-slip temple tips. Supplied with soft pouch and adjustable
cord. Black frame only. Meets ANSI Z87.

Red mirror anti-scratch lens

220

Spider Safety Glasses, Close fitting, high contour design for improved eye protection
with distortion free viewing and superior optical quality. 2.2 mm high impact
polycarbonate lens. Rubber nose pads and lower protection ledge on frame. Optimal
fit and comfort with non-slip temple tips. Supplied with soft pouch and adjustable
cord. Black frame only.

Evaporative Cooling Towel

140

Dampen the Chill-Its® 6602 Evaporative Cooling Towel to create a cooling aid
significantly colder than ambient air. Advanced PVA material holds water without
feeling heavy. Wear for hours, or wipe off for quick relief. Simply re-wet the towels to
reactivate. Reduces heat stress and fights fatigue. Machine washable.
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370
Exclusive NFL team logos offer a sleek, new appearance. Features the adjustable 1Touch® suspension and offers superior quality, comfort and protection.

320
POWERCAP LED Lighted Hats Combine Patented Ultra Bright LED technology with premium Ripstop
Nylon ball caps to provide you with the perfect hands free flashlight. The 4 LED's provide more than 48
Lumens and are concealed under the brim so the hat looks just like any other hat until you need to turn them
on. When you do click the easy on/off switch under the brim, you'll notice that 2 of the LED's are angled
down at 25 degrees to light up where your hands are for close up tasks, while the other 2 LED's are aimed

forward to light the distance up to 42 feet away. 4 CR2032 Coin Cell batteries are hidden in the sweatband,
provide up to 43 hours of life and are easily replaceable.

220
20oz Silver, True Timber – Stainless steel inner and outer lining, Keep your liquids
cold or hot for up to 6 hours! BPA free
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370
Men’s or Women’s

QLM Polos
Women’s style.

Smooth micropique polos that wick moisture and resist snags. Polos come in Men’s and

870
QLM ThermaCheck®-200 Jacket is guaranteed to look and feel great, day in, day out. The
soft-brushed fleece holds its color and resists wrinkles. And, an anti-pill performance finish
keeps it looking great. Water-repellent microfiber adds durability and weather protection at
the sleeve forearm.

720
JBL 2 Clip Speaker Waterproof Ultra-Light & Ultra-Portable JBL Clip 2 Bluetooth
Speaker
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$50 Value

570

AMC® Gift Card Everyone loves the movies! AMC® Gift Cards are a versatile gift card offering flexibility between
movie tickets and concessions. AMC is one of the world's largest theatrical exhibition companies; with 380 theatres
nationwide. AMC® Gift Cards are redeemable for movie tickets and/or concession items at the following theatres: AMC,
AMC Showplace, Loews, Cineplex Odeon, Magic Johnson, Star Theatres

570
$50 Value

Ticketmaster Gift Card

570
$50 Value

Regal Entertainment Group Gift Card
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270
$20 Value
Pizza Hut Gift Card

270
$20 Value
Dominos Gift Card

570
$50 value
Target Gift Card
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$50 value

570

Shell Gift Card

$50 value

570

Chevron Gift Card

570
$50 value
Exxon & Mobil Gift Card
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570
$50 value
Walmart Gift Card

570
$50 value
Lowe’s Gift Card

570
$50 value
Home Depot Gift Card
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320
$25 Value
Dunkin Donuts Gift Card

$50 value

570

Wawa Gift Card

570
$50 value

7-Eleven Gift Card

Safety Bucks Order Form
Date: ____/_____/_____

Item description: ________________________ Safety Bucks Value:
____________
Contact Phone Number: (_____) _______ - _________

Mailing Address: _________________________________ City: ____________ State: _____ Zip:
__________

FOR BRANCH USE ONLY
Branch Code: ____________
Team Member Name: __________________________
Team Member ID #: __________________________

FOR CORPORATE USE ONLY
Safety Bucks Earned to Date: ______________

Safety Bucks Redeemed: _________________

Total Safety Bucks Remaining: _____________
________________________

Points Deducted by:

DELIVERY RECEIPT
I have sent the above requested item to Team Member: ________________________
ID#:_____________
Order fulfilled by: _______________________________ Delivery Date: ____/_____/_____
Text Sent to Team Member: ____/_____/_____

USPS Tracking #____________________________________

